
• This document is intended to supplement the SCUFN B-6 publication

“Standardization of Undersea Feature Names” and the Generic Terms

website: http://scufnterm.org.

• The Repository of Typical Cases is a useful proposals collection in terms of

examples to consider in the submission proposal process.

• It contains Typical Cases for assigning the Generic Terms, Specific Terms,

considering the difficulties to compile the undersea feature name proposal in

order to follow a green line review.

• The Annex provides guidelines on Generic Terms for undersea feature name

proposals and is intended to assist proposers with the selecting the most

appropriate Generic Terms.

• It describes basic concepts for assigning Generic Terms with respect to

dimensions, morphology and water depth, and provides useful suggestions for

distinguishing the characteristics of undersea features that can be quite subtle.

It also gives detailed information for each Generic Term in the B-6 publication.

SCUFN35.1-03.2A Update on the Status of the Cook Book –

Repository of Typical Cases and its Annex – “Cookbook for Generic Terms of undersea feature” 

(Lead: Mackay, Ivaldi) 

http://scufnterm.org/


• WHY?

• WHAT?

• WHEN?

To improve the ocean knowledge and an accessible ocean

Standardization of Undersea Feature Names – B-6 Ed. 4.2.0

By end of March 2022

15 June 2022

15 Sep 2022

15 Oct 2022

SCUFN 35.2

SCUFN35.1-03.2A Update on the Status of the Cook Book –

Repository of Typical Cases and its Annex – “Cookbook for Generic Terms of undersea feature” 

(Lead: Mackay, Ivaldi) 



SCUFN35.1-03.2A Update on the Status of the Cook Book –

Repository of Typical Cases and its Annex – “Cookbook for Generic Terms of undersea feature” 

(Lead: Mackay, Ivaldi) 

1. Canyons vs Canyon
2. Canyon vs Canyons
3. Seamount vs Guyot
4. Knoll vs Guyot
5. Guyot
6. Hills vs Hills
7. Seamounts vs Seamount
8. Shoal vs Hill
9. Knoll vs Hill
10. Ridge vs Escarpment
11. Canyon vs Valley
12. Ridge vs Seamount and Hill
13. Ridge
14. Hill vs Ridge
15. Gap vs Saddle
16. Rise vs Spur
17. Specific term B-6 II.A.3
18. Specific term B-6  II.A.4

19. Specific term to avoid duplication
20. Specific term to avoid duplication
21. Specific term B-6 II.A.6
22. Title: List of reserved specific-terms, for naming an important undersea feature
23. Ambiguity of feature
24. Dual name adoption
25. New specific term vs Scientific publication feature 
26. New specific term vs scientific paper name
27. Specific term used in peer review publication.
28. Specific term as Princess’ name
29. Specific term without connection to the feature
30. Specific term B.6 II.A.7
31. Undersea feature already named in the GEBCO Gazetteer
32. Specific term double meaning
33. Generic terms as part of specific – dual term 
34. Specific term as potential confusion between features
35. Proposal politically sensitive
36. Feature with conflict of naming 

37. …
38. …
39. …

Cook Book

Repository of Typical Cases 

Annex – “Cookbook for Generic Terms of undersea 

feature” 













• Hualin Seamount
• Yongdeng Seamount
• Dayuanxi Spur
• Zidian Spur
• Guangja Spur
• Changlong Ridges
• Macclesfield Canyon Province
• Zhongjianxi Canyon Province
• Long Hải Hill
• Changfeng Trough
• Chunfeng Trough

SPUR vs SEAMOUNT (#2 cases)

SEAMOUNT if more than 50% of the feature has over 1000 m elevation (#2 cases)

CANYON PROVINCE vs CANYONS (#2 cases)
HILL vs GUYOT (#1 case)
TROUGH vs VALLEY (#2 cases)

SPUR vs RISE (#1 case)

RIDGES vs SEAMOUNT CHAIN (#1 case)

SCUFN36-03.2A Proposed Amendments to version 1.0 October 2022 of the Repository of Typical Cases
Update on Repository of Typical Cases and its Annex – “Cookbook for Generic Terms of undersea feature” 

(Lead: Mackay, Ivaldi) 

• Proposal in mutual areas of interest
• Two names for the same feature

Following the UN Ocean Decade: The Science We Need for the Ocean We Want

B-6 Standardization of UFN Accessible OCEAN with KNOWLEDGE 



38. Seamount

Cookbook for Generic Terms of undersea feature names Version 1.2 2022 by Stagpoole V. and Mackay K. 
Definition: A distinct, generally equidimensional elevation greater than 1000 m above the surrounding relief as measured from the deepest isobath that 
surrounds most of the feature.
Dimensions: Not usually smaller than 10 square kilometres. Can be greater than 100 x 100 kilometres.
Length to width ratio: Typically, about 1:1, but can be elongate up to 3:1.
Depth: Any water depth greater than 1000 m.
Steepness: Sides usually steeper than 5 degrees - 450 m rise over 5 kilometres.
Comments: Not all SEAMOUNTs are of volcanic origin. 
Similar Features: For larger features 100 x 100 kilometres or greater, consider PLATEAU or RISE definition. If the length to width ratio is greater than 3:1, 
consider RIDGE definition. If flat-topped, consider GUYOT definition. If height is less than 1000 m, consider HILL or KNOLL definitions. .

Seamount: A distinct generally equidimensional elevation greater than 1000m above the surrounding relief

as measured from the deepest isobath that surrounds most of the feature. B-6 Ed 4.2.0

Title: Seamount
Criteria: Existence of a distinct relief
Decision Made: If a distinct relief exists and more than 50% of the feature has over 1000 m elevation, 

the whole undersea feature is named seamount
Examples: Hualin Seamount (SCUFN35.2/188)

Yongdeng Seamount (SCUFN35.2/198)

SCUFN35.1-03.2A Update on the Status of the Cook Book –

Repository of Typical Cases and its Annex – “Cookbook for Generic Terms of undersea feature” 

(Lead: Mackay, Ivaldi) 



Title: Seamount
Criteria: Existence of a distinct elevation
Decision Made: If a distinct elevation exists and more than
50% of the feature has over 1000 m elevation, the whole
undersea features is named seamount

i.e. Hualin Seamount SCUFN35.2/188

38. Seamount



Hualin Seamount is a seamount because more than 50% of the feature has over 1000 m 
elevation



Hualin Seamount
Beta Gazetteer

…



Hualin Seamount GEBCO Gazetteer



Title: Seamount
Criteria: Existence of a distinct elevation
Decision Made: If a distinct elevation exists and more than 50%
of the feature has over 1000 m elevation, the whole undersea
feature is named seamount

i.e. Yongdeng Seamount SCUFN35.2/198

39. Seamount



Yongdeng Seamount is a seamount because more than 50% of the feature has over 1000 m 
elevation



Yongdeng Seamount
Beta Gazetteer

…



Yongdeng Seamount GEBCO Gazetteer



40

Title: Spur
Criteria: Existence of a feature protruding geometry from a
larger feature
Decision Made: If a subordinate feature protruding from a
larger feature (i.e. seamount, ridge or rise) exists, the whole
undersea feature is named spur.

i.e. Dayuanxi Spur SCUFN35.2/196

40. SPUR vs SEAMOUNT



40. SPUR vs SEAMOUNT



40. SPUR vs SEAMOUNT



Previous proposal as Seamount, only one vertical profile
40. SPUR vs SEAMOUNT



40. SPUR vs SEAMOUNT



Previous proposal as Seamount, only two track lines, as a Spur more track lines with different direction and interline

40. SPUR vs SEAMOUNT
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41. SPUR vs SEAMOUNT



41. SPUR vs SEAMOUNT

Title: Spur
Criteria: Existence of a feature protruding geometry from a
larger feature
Decision Made: If a subordinate feature protruding from a
larger feature (i.e. seamount, ridge or rise) exists, the whole
undersea feature is named spur

i.e. Ziadian Spur SCUFN35.2/179



41. SPUR vs SEAMOUNT

A subordinate RIDGE protruding from a larger feature. 



42

42. SPUR vs RISE



42. SPUR vs RISE



42. SPUR vs RISE
Title: Spur
Criteria: Existence of a feature protruding geometry from a
larger feature
Decision Made: If a subordinate feature protruding from a
larger feature (i.e. seamount or ridge or rise) exists, the whole
undersea feature is named spur.

i.e. Guangya Spur SCUFN35.2/210



43

43. RIDGES vs SEAMOUNT CHAIN

Title: Ridges
Criteria: Existence of an elongated
elevation of varying complexity and size.
Decision Made: If two or more elongated
elevations of varying complexity and size,
generally having steep sides exists, the
whole undersea feature is named ridges.

i.e. Changlong Ridges
SCUFN35.2/182





43. RIDGES vs SEAMOUNT CHAIN



43. RIDGES vs SEAMOUNT CHAIN

No track lines in the NE sector but these are 
enough referring to the feature proposals in the NE 
sector that are included in the GEBCO Gazetteer
(i.e. Longnan Seamount)



44

44. CANYON PROVINCE vs CANYONS

Title: Canyon Province
Criteria: Existence of elongated, narrow,

steep-sided depression that generally

deepens down-slope.

Decision Made: If a geographically distinct

region with a number of shared

physiographic characteristics that contrast

with those in the surrounding areas is

characterized by several elongated
elongated, narrow, steep-sided depressions

that generally deepens down-slope, the
whole undersea feature is named canyon
province.

i.e. Macclesfield Canyon 
Province SCUFN35.2/162



44. CANYON PROVINCE vs CANYONS



44. CANYON PROVINCE vs CANYONS
Proposal for Zhongshabei Canyons is 
accepted with the name modified to 
Macclesfield Canyon Province and an 
additional information to be noted in 
the Gazetteer: Also known as 
Zhongshabei Canyon Province in 
some publications.
This is also an example of some more 
flexible solutions. 



45

45. CANYON PROVINCE vs CANYONS

Title: Canyon Province
Criteria: Existence of elongated, narrow,

steep-sided depression that generally

deepens down-slope.

Decision Made: If a geographically distinct

region with a number of shared

physiographic characteristics that contrast

with those in the surrounding areas is

characterized by several elongated
elongated, narrow, steep-sided depressions

that generally deepens down-slope, the
whole undersea feature is named canyon
province.

i.e. Zhongjianxi Canyon 

Province SCUFN35.2/165



45. CANYON PROVINCE vs CANYONS

Proposal for Zhongjianxi Canyons is accepted 

with the generic term modified as Canyon 

Province and the polygon to be extended. 



45. CANYON PROVINCE vs CANYONS
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46. HILL vs GUYOT



46. HILL vs GUYOT

Proposal for Long Hải Guyot is accepted 
with the generic term modified as Hill, 
and polygon to be extended to greater 
depths. 

Title: Hill
Criteria: Existence of a distinct elevation
generally of irregular shape, less than
1000 m above the surrounding relief.
Decision Made: If a distinct elevation
generally of irregular shape, less than
1000 m above the surrounding relief as
measured from the deepest isobath that
surrounds most of the feature exists, the
whole undersea feature is named hill.

i.e. Long Hải Hill 

SCUFN35.2/79



46. HILL vs GUYOT



48
47. TROUGH vs VALLEY

47

Title: Trough
Criteria: Existence of a long depression

generally wide and flat bottomed.

Decision Made: If a long depression

generally wide and flat bottomed with

symmetrical and parallel exists, the whole
undersea feature is named trough.

i.e. ChangfengTrough

SCUFN35.2/180



47. TROUGH vs VALLEY



47. TROUGH vs VALLEY



Chunfeng VALLEY is ACCEPTED with the generic term modified as TROUGH 48

48. TROUGH vs VALLEY

Title: Trough
Criteria: Existence of a long depression

generally wide and flat bottomed.

Decision Made: If a long depression

generally wide and flat bottomed with

symmetrical and parallel exists, the whole
undersea feature is named trough.

i.e. ChunfengTrough

SCUFN35.2/181



48. TROUGH vs VALLEY



48. TROUGH vs VALLEY


